ICB 18th October 2019 notes
Checking in
Provider collaboration meeting this week went well.
CQC inspections for BTHFT on 10-12 December (well-led) and 27th November for resources
Squire Lane development with Lord Mawson been visited by GPs. Lord Mawson now ‘detached’
from Well Bradford and starting another development.
System Communications and Engagement Network/ Enabler
There is a desire to have a system wide comms and engagement network to have joined up
approach to C&E to maximise impact of priorities (eg programme of campaigns to support place
priorities) and local people get the same messages. Enables staff development (by sharing
skills/knowledge etc) and reduces impact of staff absence in different organisations/increases
system resilience in this area.
This joining up would also support ICS requests from WYH HCP.
It was agreed to just get started with some campaigns over the next couple of months. There was
an ambition to see if there was an appetite to make a joint team for comms within the system and
this will be considered; this might get started through the resilience item above (ie sharing staff
and enabling working across organisations).
There is also an ask from this network to support internal comms of the system – to support staff
etc and not just work to on campaigns targeted at the public.
Safeguarding
ICB received a presentation from the two Chairs (Adult and Children’s) to understand the
Safeguarding Boards in the district.
These diagrams show the structure of the two Boards:

The Boards then share some sub-groups with the Community Safety Partnership – these cover
comms and engagement and risks and vulnerabilities in complex safeguarding.
The Adults SAB have simplified their strategic plan – this can be found here:
https://www.bradford.gov.uk/media/5134/bradford-safeguarding-adults-board-strategic-plan-201821.pdf
Legal status for Children – no longer independent body – now a function of the three main
partners (council, CCG, police). Structure above – most of the work is done in the task groups.
There are some key changes – eg FOIs now apply (meaning that some people don’t want to share
info in case it gets FOI’d and released). There is no longer required to have an independent Chair
but do need to have external scrutiny. In Bradford they kept the Chair and gave them the role of
the Scrutineer – main extra duty is chairing the performance audit sub group.
There is also a plan on a page for the Children – this can be found here:
http://bradfordscb.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/BSCB-Strategic-Plan-on-a-Page-2019-to2021.pdf
There will be a new website for the THREE Boards (adults, children and community safety) from
November.
November meeting
The next meeting on 15th November will be a joint meeting with our Leeds colleagues (with their
Partnership Executive Board PEG)) so there won’t be any minutes.

